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Bowtie-less Deluxe Room Set!
Posted by Law - 2012/01/01 08:18

_____________________________________

I've been inventorying my DF sets recently, for the first time in a very long time (going to law school and
having two small children tends to get in the way of keeping close track of your toys).
And I'd forgotten that when DF eliminated the bowties and re-issued older sets without them, there was
one really big gap: the Deluxe Room Set!
When it was first issued, what distinguished it from the regular room set was the presence of brackets on
the wall for torches (which could be lit or unlit! and the lit ones had cotton "smoke" billowing from them!
and there were clusters of ashes under the brackets!)
I'd LOVE to see that set again, since those torches were some of my favorite DF flourishes. It really
feels bare without them. Plus, with all the new pieces that have since been released, there could be a
few other things tossed in to a Deluxe Room Set as well -- like one of the doors from WA3 or ABS2, or a
ruin piece, etc.
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE reissue those torch walls!
============================================================================

Re:Bowtie-less Deluxe Room Set!
Posted by Pusherman - 2012/01/01 08:54

_____________________________________

Yeah i love the torch walls too in that set and also i think the doors that came with it are really good.
============================================================================

Re:Bowtie-less Deluxe Room Set!
Posted by Ebonsword - 2012/02/17 15:31

_____________________________________

Law wrote:
When it was first issued, what distinguished it from the regular room set was the presence of brackets on
the wall for torches (which could be lit or unlit! and the lit ones had cotton "smoke" billowing from them!
and there were clusters of ashes under the brackets!)

Oh, is that where those walls with torches came from?
I didn't realize that they were an official DF product. I thought that they were an enhancement that
someone like Yansolo had made.
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